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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL 10: REDUCED INEQUALITIES

A special thank you to Microsoft for helping WE empower
youth to create more inclusive communities.
Microsoft believes technology is a powerful force for inclusion
and social change. There are no limits to what people can achieve
when technology reflects the diversity of everyone who uses it.
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INTRODUCTION

WE ARE ONE

INCLUSION +
TECHNOLOGY =

An inclusive world where everyone can
participate is possible when we use technology and design to create accessible tools,
services and experiences. Disabilities aren’t
always visible and inaccessible barriers
aren’t always noticeable either. Situations
like cluttered hallways, stairs-only access
and uncaptioned videos make it difficult for
people with disabilities to be included. That’s
why it’s important that our environments are
accessible so everyone can benefit. By taking
part in the WE Are One campaign, you can
use your skills and explore ways you can make
your school and community more inclusive.

FACT: From automated
doors to captioned videos,
accessible design solutions
benefit everyone.
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WE ARE ONE

WAYS TO TAKE ACTION

Ways to Take Action
Create a solution using technology
that makes your school
or community more inclusive.
At School

At Home

• Create a web page to educate
other students about how
inclusive design results
in services, experiences and
spaces that benefit everyone.

• Have a discussion with your
family about what inclusion
means and discuss whether
your home is an inclusive
environment.

• Identify barriers—such as unclear
signs or crowded spaces—and
consider how technology could
offer solutions.

• Go on a family outing (e.g.,
local park, museum) and create
a photo inventory of any spaces
you encounter that are not
accessible. How could you
make them more inclusive?

As a Community
• Take a walk around your
neighborhood (e.g., restaurants,
shops) to document barriers to
access. Brainstorm how to
make it more inclusive using
technology.
• Create a website or online
presentation that showcases
inclusive spaces in your
neighborhood and educates
others on how to make spaces
more inclusive.

Tech for Good Badge
Create shareable, educational videos about the importance of inclusion and how technology
and design can help enhance accessibility. Share the videos with your school, your
community and others. We want to see your actions so remember to tag #WEareOne!
Go further: Create a website that will feature your videos. Add tips on how to make a space
more inclusive and promote your website through your school’s social media accounts.
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WE ARE ONE

WAYS TO TAKE ACTION

In the Classroom
With our Classroom Resources, educators can integrate service-based learning into
their curriculum to broaden students’ understanding of issues they are passionate about.
Download Creating an Inclusive World at WE.org/weareone for lesson plans and
ideas to explore how communities can become places where everyone feels welcome.

Creating an Inclusive World
Grade Level

Subject Connection

Learning Goals

Skills Developed

6 to 8

• Language

• Understand how the use of
language affects the creation
of an inclusive society.

• Action planning

• Science and
Technology
• Social Studies

9 to 12

• English
• Science

• Explore the role technology
plays in making community
experiences, services and
spaces more inclusive.
• Learn about existing
technologies and solutions
that can increase accessibility.

• Research and writing
• Argument formation
• Organization
• Reflection
• Information literacy
• Critical thinking
• Leadership skills

• Social Sciences and
the Humanities
• Technology

Campaign in Action
As part of the WE Are One campaign, students at Sequim
Senior High School assessed the school and came up with
technological solutions to make the environment more
inclusive. They realized that the special needs program was
situated in the south wing of the building, but there was no
automatic assisted button to open the door to the wing.
Students also realized that the north door required an
electronic lock system for security reasons, accessible only
through key cards. They also plan to install water fountains
with pressure-sensitive water bottle fillers to not only make
it more accessible but also more environmentally friendly!
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WE ARE ONE

GET DOING

Get Doing

STEP 1
Investigate and Learn
Look around your environment for
barriers and inclusive designs. (E.g.,
tactile blocks on public transportation
platforms, stairs-only entrances.)

CHECKLIST
■ Check out the Accessibility Issue Card
■ Create an Action Plan
■ Visit WE.org/WEareOne for more resources
■ Put up campaign posters
■ Watch and share the campaign video
■ Print out and distribute the resources
■ Share on social media with #WEareOne
■ Plan your WE DayX
■ Complete your Campaign Impact Survey
■ Complete your Tech for Good badge survey

What did you learn?
For the barriers and designs you’ve found, what could you do to improve accessibility for all?

Ways to Learn More
Use the Accessibility Issue Card to learn more about the importance of inclusivity and ways technology can help create
more welcoming and safe learning spaces for all.
• Start discussions at school about the importance of accessibility and inclusivity.
• Ask how you can help organizations that serve people with disabilities.
• Connect with people with different abilities to learn about their experiences.
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GET DOING

WE ARE ONE

STEP 2
Action Plan
Use the resource Accessibility Mapping Chart on page 122 to help you explore your school
or community and take note of things that might pose a barrier. With your findings, discuss
and decide which accessibility issues your group will propose a solution to.

Set Your Goal
What barrier will your group propose a design solution to?

How will you use technology to design a solution that promotes inclusivity?

What forms of technology are available to you that could help with this campaign?

How many people would you like to get involved in creating accessible solutions for your school?
Who do you plan to present your solution to?
When and how will you present your solution?

Assign Roles
You’ve set your goal, now you need to make it happen. Use this chart to organize tasks among group members.
Task

Group Member(s) Responsible

School announcements
Social media posts
Posters around the school
Research facts
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WE ARE ONE

GET DOING

STEP 3
Take Action
Use a digital presentation tool, such as Microsoft Sway, to create a presentation that clearly
explains the benefits of your inclusivity solution. Organize your notes from the previous
sections and use them to help address the questions below during your presentation.
■ Who is currently using this space or resource? Who is unable to use this space or resource?
■ What is the issue? Why is it important to remove or resolve this issue?
■ What is the technological solution? What benefits does it offer?
■ What will the solution require (installation time and costs, training for equipment, etc.)?
■ How will your group offer assistance (volunteering, fundraising for costs, etc.)?

Tip: Once you’re on track for implementing
your solution, promote it to raise awareness of
inclusivity and inspire others to do the same!
Share your pictures, progress and design solutions on social media with #WEareOne.

Reflect
Did you run into any problems when implementing your solution? How did you overcome them?

Why do you think accessibility and inclusivity often go unnoticed?

How can we help others learn to recognize our shared responsibility for making spaces accessible?

Were you able to put your inclusive design solution into place?
Where else could you put your design solution?
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GET DOING

WE ARE ONE

STEP 4
Report and Celebrate
Report
How many people helped in implementing the solution?
How many people did you reach with your presentation?
How did you use technology to envision a solution and take action for inclusivity?

What were the results of your design solution?

Has your educator contacted your WE Schools Program Manager about filling out an Impact Survey?

Celebrate
Make sure you celebrate and share the success of your campaign, and reward yourselves for all your hard work.
■ Share photos of your actions with your school, community and WE Schools Program Manager.
■ Record the highlights of your event day and create a video.
■ Celebrate impacts through a class party, assembly or WE DayX.

Thank everyone who supported your campaign!
Use this space to brainstorm fun ways to thank those who participated. (E.g., host a school assembly.)
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